HBL220
Linear LED High Bay 220 Watt 30,300 Lumens

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Description: This LED high bay is a must have upgrade for environments with metal halide or fluorescent high bay fixtures. Warehouses, factories and supermarkets will benefit from the uniform lighting. Easy to install and operate, this versatile 220 watt LED high bay fixture has several mounting options available.

Features
• Replaces up to 1,000 Watt metal halide or HPS
• Perfect for ceiling heights ranging from 20 to 35 feet
• Easy to install and operate
• Instant start means no flickering and no humming
• Input Voltage: 120-277V
• Lumens: 30,300
• Amps: 1.84-120V / 0.80-277 V
• DLC Listed: Yes, Premium
• Dimensions: 23.6 x 10.3 x 2.2 inches
• Color Temp: 5000K
• Power: 220 Watts
• Dimmable: Yes 1-10V
• UL Rated: Yes
• Color: White
• CRI: >80
• Lumens per Watt: 135
• Power Factor: >0.9
• Warranty: 5 Year
• Type: LED High Bay
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